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Investigation Letter Seeks to Calm ·Troubled School
Continues in
Quad Arson

by Jim Loots
At an apparent turning point in their investigation into the March 7 Law Quad arson,
Ann Arbor city police last week turned their
gathered information over to the Washtenaw
County Prosec utor 's Offi ce for possible
criminal action. County Prosecuting Attorney
William Delhey said Tuesday, however , that
he had reviewed the file a nd found " insufficient evidence to issue a warrant against
any particular individual. ..
The case has since been returned to the Ann
Arbor police, who are expected to resume
their investigation, but supervising Detective
I.Jachacke was unavailable for comment this
\.;eek. Earlier, Ann Arbor Fire Marshall
Wesley Pra ter confirmed evide nce of
gasoline in the fire, but declined to speculate
as to the identity of the suspect. " It could
have been anybody, including the person who
was in the room," he said. There have been no
jarrests in the inves tigation.
Second-year law s tudl'nt Jim Picozzi, who
was seriously injured when the early-morning
blaze swept through his Law Qua d room , was
moved last week from University I lospita l to
a hospital in Pittsburgh . There he will un' dergo operations to correct back injuries
sustained in the inc ident.

l
l

by Ted Lee

Faculty Harassment

In a letter addressed to the Law
School commuuity, Dean Terrance
Sandalow wrote that a series of violent
events occurring " are entirely unconnected. " During the past two weeks, the
members of the Michigan Law School
community have been subjected to increasing incidents of violence. An
assault and battery upon a law student
occurred two weeks ago in the Lawyers
Club, one faculty member was subjected to threats by a law student, and the
number of threatening and obscene
phone calls to law students have
dramatically increased.
Sandalow said that both he and Dean
Eklund " have been working with the
police and with appropriate University
personnel to safeguard the members of
the Law School . . . '' Sandalow wrote
the letter to avoid fueling rumors and
creating ·'additional anxiety."

Last week, a Michigan Law School
faculty member was subjected to
threats from a Michigan Law School
student. Ann Arbor police investigated
late last week and the individual was
confronted. According to Sandalow,
" the harassment case is closed. We
know who is responsible and the individual has agreed to psychological
counseling."
One Law School staff member said he
was convinced that the threatened
faculty member was "no longer in
serious danger," while another labeled
the responsible student "a prankster.''
The threatened professor's name was
not disclosed.
Obscene Calls, Assaults
The number of law student receiving
obscene phone calls has been incr easing during the past month .
Although every year law students

!

Senate Searches
for Committee
Representatives

Meanwhile, sources in and outside the Law
School remained reticent as to the exact
evidence obtained thus far in the in" estigation. Dean Terrance Sandalow, who
has been given access to the police files, has
mdicated that the Law School is in a " temporary bind" until the cnminal questions are
resolved, but promised not to let the matter
rest. " From the beginmng we have worked
with the police and Umversity personnel to
insure the safety of La\\ Quad residents, he
said Monday. " I expect to continue to take
such action as is necessary to protect those
students." He also said he believes there is
presently no special danger to r esidents of the
Law Quad.
II

Martha G riffiths, Lieutenant Governor of Michigan , pictured here with law s tudent J enIn a written statement distributed this week
to the Law School community, Dean Sannifer Levin. WLSA and the Women 's Studies Department spo nsored Griffiths' talk on
legal ca reers for women. The event took place in the Lawyers' C lub Lounge o n Monday.
dalow expressed his concern over this and
other "troubling" law school incidents. He
noted: " [ l]t is inevitable tha t in a community
as lar ge as the Law School there will be individuals with serious emotional problems
by Brad Heinz
candidates." Since eligible candidates
and that, from time to time, those problems
wiU result in conduct that is threatening to the
Voters turned out in average num- for President garnered at least 580 of
individuals themselves and to others. He ex- bers for Law School Student Senate the 640 total votes ca st in the election,
1
plained that the ongoing police investigation, elections last Thursday . Approximately the Cleaver vote could not have been
coupled with " our belief that the School 640 ballots were cast, according to Elec- substantiaL
should respond to the incidents in a way that. tion Committee Chairperson Helen
Newly-elected Senate officers stepso far as possible, respects the privacy of Haynes, compared with approximately ped into their roles on Monday. Vicethose involved and com por ts with their 750 last year and 611 in 1981.
president Jim Lancaster believes the
welfare, " prevented him from re vea ling
Write-in candidAtes successfully new Senate more accurately reflects a
details of the report's conclusions.
gained three offices . Mike Wilson cross section of student body opinion
charged
ahead of two official can- than did the out-going Senate. ComIn a Tuesday interview, Sandalow also exmenting on this diversity, President
pressed concern for the reputation of students didates for Third-year Representative,
Shelia Johnson foresees that Senators
and
write-in
candidates
also
won
not connected in a ny way with the fire . He
pointed out that "[tJhe Law School, in seeking Second-year Representative and Board " will be able to work together but not
necessarily agree on everything."
to protect itself, is not bound by the same of Governors positions.
The
Elections
Committee
refused
to
La nca ster a grees that Se nate
standards of proof as is the criminal process.
tabulate
results
for
the
unofficial
meetings
should be scenes of lively
It is therefore possible that some a ction might
be taken within the law school. " He added, " Cleaver" slate of candidates com- deba te. Such debate, Johnson and La nhowever , that he considers it " unwise to think prised of Mom, Wally and the Beave. cas ter believe, will encourage la w
Haynes explains, "Their vote wasn't students to take a more active interest
See INVESTIGATION, page 2 tounted because they were ineligible in Senate a ffa irs.

Shelia Jo.h nson in Walk

II

I

receive such calls, this year, one source
estimates, the number of students subjected to such abuse is well over 30. And
though most calls are being r eceived by
women law students, some men have
also reported calls, some involving
death threats.
Sandalow had no further comment
other than the general remarks in his
letter. Elizabeth Yntema , of WLSA,
said that "a number of law students
have been receiving phone ca ll s.
Anyone receiving them should not feel
embarrassed. They should report the
calls to Dean Eklund."
As to the assault and battery upon a
Jaw student by another law student,
Sandalow felt that this was an isolated
incident involving the two individuals.
No charges have been filed in the case.
Dean Sandalow is convinced that the
several occurrences are "unfortunate,
but a fortuitous circumstance. There is
no greater cause for concern than there
would be if these incidents had been
spread over a much longer period.
When asked about the incidents, Sandalow reaffirmed his position in the letter by calling the occurrences a
"statistical freak ." He added, however,
that the Law School administration
would continue to assist those Jaw
students who may need counseling anassistance.

"If you want to have an impact, the
committees are where the work gets
done," says Jim Lancaster, newly elected vice president of the Law School
Student Senate. Applications for the
various student and student-faculty
committees will be available from the
Senate office later this term .
Student committees include: Student
Congr ess, Elections , MSA, AGA ,
Residential, RG , Social, Speakers,
Sports, Gargoyle Films, Placement,
and Ad Hoc Faculty Sear ch. Former
Committee liaison Rob Portman
stressed the importance of staffin" the
committees with students concerned
with the subject matter.
Representatives to the studentfaculty committees re p resent the
Senate and help to formulate University policy. Student-faculty committees include : Faculty Meeting
Representatives, Academic Standards,
Hiring, Disciplinary, Curriculum, Admissions. Faculty/ Student Lounge, and
Capital Improvements. " It's a great
opportunity to get to know the faculty
and admmistration," noted Portman.

Moot Court
Finals Today
Campbell
Competition
2:30, Room 100 \
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Family Law Project: Take Two
Somelimes /he R. G. j us/ really goofs. Several weeks ago, we asked the
Family Law Project to wrile us a short piece describing their clients. Two
·weeks ago we ran it in I heR. G. We, however, included several errors and
are reprinling a corrected version of the FLP article with our sincere
apologies. - Ed.
by Diana B. DeVries
The clients at Family Law Project
come from a variety of backgrounds.
Their educations range from minimal
to a master's degree. A few have
criminal records. Some are married
and have been for periods ranging from
a few months to twenty yea rs or more.
Other have been divorced or never
married at all. Many have children.
They have in common the experience of
physical abuse from either a spouse or
a lover, and an inability to pay for
private legal help. Not coincidentally,
aU are women.
Spouse abuse is a serious problem in
this country. Nationwide statistics
show that :
- 60 percent of all U.S. couples
engage in some form of spouse abuse
during their married lives;
- 1 out of every 25 women seen in a
medical setting is seeking help as a
result of battering;
- 1 out of every four suicide attempts
by women is a consequence of physical
abuse;
- Approximately 1f4 of all murders in
the U.S. result from intra-family
disputes. Half of these are husband·
wife killings ;
- Only 2 percent of the men who beat
their wives, female living companions
or girlfriends are ever prosecuted. In
most states the police cannot even
a rrest a battering husband unless they
actually see him beating his wife, or
they have a warrant issued by a judge.
The general incidence of spouse
abuse in this country will change only
through preventive measures such as a
change in attitude towards women.
However, FLP and services like it can
affect the remaining statistics by
providing a way out for women trapped
in abusive situations. The injunctions
which student attorneys obtain on
behalf of their clients deliver official
notice that abuse will not be tolerated
and render an arrest more likely should
a client's husband or boyfriend ignore
the judicial order that he desist from
"assaulting, beating, molesting or
wounding" the woman in question.
Pervasive in this country is that attitude that a woman in an abusive
situation must be weak or lack intelligence since she may remain with
an a busive spouse or lover through
many violent episodes. However , a battered woman possesses tremendous
reservoirs of courage. She may stay
with the abusive spouse or lover in the
vain hope of helping him with her love.
As the abuse continues, her fear and
and confusion increase but so does her
courage until she realizes that the
abuse is destroying her love for the
abuser and that her presence will not
help him.
At this point, she exhibits courage of
a sort that the outside world can ap·
preciate: she takes the necessary steps

Error
Writing Competition packets for Law
Review and Law Journal will be
available at Albert's Copying from May
4 through May 17. The dates given in the
March 30 R.G . were incorrect. The R .G.
regrets the error.

towards reasserting control over
her own life despite the threat of reper·
cussions from her abuser when he
discovers that his secret shame is no
longer secret; despite her possible guilt
at leaving him ; despite the pain of
seeing her abuser as he really is rather
than as the man she wishes him to be.
Isolated from friends and relatives,
often, she will turn to a crisis center or
shelter for battered women. From

Fees Wanted
While a conservative approach to
legal education may have preserved
the Socr atic method over the.year s, the
law school is not totally adverse to
change. This year. for instance, there is
a new collection procedure for Law
School Student Senate Fees.
Starting with preregistration on April
5. the paid LSSS fee receipt must be at·
tached to the course election sheet
when the latter is handed in. Students
may pick up fee forms in the Records
Office. The fee must be paid at LS&A.
Election sheets without the attached
recetpt will not be accepted.
One furt her reminder about
preregistratiOn: The course selection
panel. composed of Dean Cooper and
Professors Payton and Chambers, will
meet as scheduled, on Monday, April
llthat2:30

there, she may seek legal assistance in
her process of self assertion. Due to
budget cuts, the federally -funded Legal
Services in Washtenaw County no
longer handles divorce cases. Consequently, if the woman is indigent,
Assault Crisis Center or Safehouse will
refer her to Family Law Project, the
only program presently exis ting in
Washtenaw County that serves indigent
battered women.
If you are a law student interested tn
gaining on-the-job experience while
providing needed services for battered
women, give the Family Law Project
office a call at 763-9920, ext. 24, or come
to a case review meeting.

Quad Fire
continued from page one
about any such action while in the midst of a
police investigation." He would neither con·
firm nor deny reports that evidence im·
plica ted a law s tudent in the arson.
The incident has drawn national attention
to the Law School including an article in the
Harva•·d Crimson. but Dean Sandalow feels
that "in due course, things like [bad
publicity 1will take care of themselves. "
Lawyer's Club Director Diane Nafranowicz
estimated the total cost of repair to the
damaged room in excess of $4200, which will
be covered by the school's insurer.

Indian Law Day
r-----------------------------------------------~

Notices

THE BARRISTERS OCIETY presents
As with the writing competttton,
the 36th annual CREASE BALL students who submit copies of their
starring the locally-and-soon-to-be- brief should ptck up blind grading
nationall y- famou s URBATIONS , tickets from Lois Scott in 313 Hutchms
Saturday, Apri19 at the Lawyer's Club. Hall on April18·22 from 9 a.m -4 p.m.
Admission is a measly twenty-seven
Briefs must be turned in to S-324 or S·
dollars per couple and includes a bottle 328 by Friday, May !3. at 5 p.m . No
of imported champagne and an open brief bearing the name of the applicant
bar. Treat yourself to the premier event will be considered.
on the law school social calendar .
THE ~1ICIIIGA~ LAW HEVIEW seeks
Tickets on sale NOW outside Rm . 100.
to hire two summer clerks. Duties will
L"' NOVEMBER 1981 a new Law School involve cite-checking, proofreadmg ,
alumni directory was publis hed which and administrative tasks. Both
included the names, addresses, and positions are available for the entire
educational history of more than 13,000 summer and a 40 hour work week is en·
Jiving law alumni. Wherever possible visioned.
the address shown in the directory is
Applicants will be asked to complete
the individual's business address and a 3·5 hour citechecking test and a peraffiliation. It is divided into three sec- sonal interview. If hired, they will be
tions: alphabetic by name, geo- compensated for the ttme spent com·
alphabetic order by city and s tate pleting the test. Applications are now
showing the name and class year of available in the new library, officeS·
each graduate, and a complete list of 380B. Completed tests must be returned
each graduating class si nce 1860 by Friday, April 15, 1983. Salary will be
marked to indicate which members are $5 per hour.
deceased , and, in a few cases,
Interested students should contact
graduates not thought to be dead but Juli Wilson or Randy Hack, S-380B, 764temporarily " lost. "
0542.
Any senior may purchase a copy of
this directory for $3.00. The directories INTERNATIONAL YEARBOOK Ap·
are available in the Law School Fund plications are available in front of
Office located in the basement of the Room 100 and a re due 6 p.m . Friday
Legal RC''";)arch Building ( Room 160). April 8 at Room 311 of Legal Research
They w:;. ~sold on a first-come, first· <West end of Reading Room ). The
Yearbook and the International Law
served basis.
Society OLSl will co-sponsor a wineAl\' Y ST DENT may apply for a and-cheese bash in the Lawyer's Club
position on the Journal of Law Reform Thursday, April? from 4:00 to 6:30p.m.
by submitting copies of their case club to meet students and answer any
brief or entering the Review/ J ournal questions. For additional information,
contact Steve Schiller at 663·3110.
writing competition.

by Rona ld Douglas
The American Indian Law Students
Association is presenting its " Indian
Law Day· · program at the Law School
this Friday, April 8th, in room 150 Hut·
chins Hall from 12:30 to 5 p.m . A reception will follow in room 100 in the
basement of the Legal Research
Building so that students and the public
may meet the speakers. The program
will have a greater emphasis on Indian
legal theories and litigation this year
rather than historical or social aspects.
The topic ·'Indian Sovereignty" is
basic to Indian law and tribal selfgovernment as nations. The featured
speaker, Mr. John Echohawk, is direc·
tor of the prominent Indian services
law fi rm . The Native American Rights
Fund. His presentation of the legal
problems involved in asserting
sovereignty quickly draws in constitutional Jaw, water law, and natural
resource allocations. His discussion
will cover litigation in the area of tribal
severance taxes on gas and oil, and the
legal process in gaining United States
recognition and sovereign status as the
official government of an Indian nation.
The second presentation by Dr.
Thomas. historian and anthropologist,
will deal with the evidence problems
arising when suing a state or the United
States based on how a treaty or statute
would have been interpreted over a
century earlier. A panel discussion and
question and answer session will follow
each presentation. The panel members
include an Indian tribal court judge, a
tribal chairman, Professor Abrams
discussing sovereignty and natural
resources, and Professor M. Mcintyre
of Wayne State Law School discussing
the area of tribal tax codes.
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Newsfeature
Destiny of the Dunes
by Dean E. Rietberg
On May 9, 1983, Judge Thomas
Brown, of the Michigan Circuit Court
for Ingham County, will begin hearing
evidence that will decide the fate of the
Bridgeman dunes in southwestern
~ich igan. The litiga tion is the
culmination of a bitter struggle between environmentalists and the sand
dune mining industry.
Earlier this year , Judge Brown
denied defendant Martin-Marietta
Corporation's Motion for Summary
Judgment, ruling in favor of plaintiffs
Hope for the Dunes and the Michigan
Environmental Protection Foundation,
Inc. Judge Brown's opinion will allow
the plaintiff's to submit additional
evidence so that the court can determine whether sand mining at the company's " Bridgeman South" site
violates Michigan' s landmark Environmental Protection Act ( MEP A)
and the Sand Dune Protection and
Management Act (P .A. 222).
In essence, the plaintiffs have shown
there is just cause for official review of
the Natural Resource Commission's
<NRC) decision to overturn the Department of Natural Resource's CDNR)
proposed mining permit denial on the
ground that the Bridgeman barrier
dune is a unique natural resource.

reductions which threaten to eliminate
funding for surveillance of existing
sand dune mining operations and will
further delay promulgation of rules for
P.A. 222.
Until passage of P .A. 222 in 1976, no
sta tute dealt specifica lly with
Michigan's coastal dunes. The purposes
of P.A. 222 a re to inventory and study
the dunes, to identify sensitive areas, to
regulate sand mining through a permit
process, and to prohibit mining of dunes
that would result in the destruction of
them , and an irreparable harmful effect on the environment. Although P.A.
222 does not prohibit mining, its clear intent was to designate and protect the
best of Michigan's coastal dunes.
Nevertheless, until September 1979,
the DNR's position was to per mit
mining at the "Br idgeman South" site.
At that time, however, it reversed its
intention and recommended a denial
based on the "irreparable, harmful effect on the environment" standard of
P .A. 222 and on the "protection
of ... natura I resources ... fr om
pollution, impairment, or destruction"
language of MEPF. Yet, the DNR has
denied only one other mining permit
under this language, and the company
so denied has filed a revised application
more likely to receive DNR a pproval.

/

The court's decision in this case will
not only determine the fate of the
Bridgeman dunes, but will also, of
broader significance, determine the
strength of P .A. 222 and the effectiveness of MEPA. John Roethele,
supervisor of reclamation and mining
control in the DNR's geological survey
division, pointed out that a defeat for
the environmentalists could mean "the
state's ability to regulate private
property would be virtually out the
window."
The ruling becomes even more
crucial in light of recent DNR budget

byAndrewMcKim

~~~~~~~~~~~!~~;:

the company's " Bridgeman North " site.
Meanwhile, the tension remains.
At hearings before the NRC, Dr.
Warren H. Wagner, a University of
Ed Lange, · a lifelong resident of the
Michigan botanist testified: " I defy
lakeshore area, reflects the conern of
anyone to repeat this combination of
local residents : " You can't fight those
species a nd the combination of physical
people. When they first started that
and historical factors that made it."
sand mining, they said there's so much
In the face of such impairment or
sand there that your children's children
destruction of scarce coastal sand
won't miss it. That's probably true,
dunes, Martin-Marietta must show that
because there won't be any there for
there are no feasible and prudent alterthem to miss."
natives to its proposed mining activity.
On the other " side", John Crow, a St.
Martin-Mar ietta claims that, because
Joseph attorney r epresenting Marof its high purity, dune sand is essential
tin-Marietta, is angered by the notion
to the steel foundry industry.
that. corporations can be prohibited
However, recent depositions from
from determining the use of their own
executives of Sar gent Sand Co. of
land: " Theoretically, the same rules
Saginaw indicate that inland sand is acshould apply to corporations as to intually superior to dune sand. Those
dividuals. If they can tell a corporation
depositions note that one large auto
it cannot use its own assets, 1984 will
manufacturer has chosen inland sand
have arrived, in the Orwellian sense."
as a permanent replacement for dune
sand because of resulting superior
However, the mining controversy is
ca stings.
only one of the issues in the battle to
Environmentalists also point to other protect the dunes. While next week's
alternatives to mining the Bridgeman symposium will focus on the mining
dunes, such as : mining dune sand in controversy, other dune uses will also
coastal areas not covered by P .A. 222 ; be discussed which a re not regulated by
P .A. 222 , such as: in appropriate
using dredged sand; recycling " used"
sand ; and developin~ alternative residential/commercial and industrial
materials that r educe or eliminate the development, and unmanaged off-road
vehicle use.
need for sand in foundry processes.

The lawsuit challenges both the
NCR's action and the threatened
mining activity of Martin- Marietta on
the ground that the mining activity
would constitute impairment a nd
destruction of protected resources. The
evidence of the dunes' uniqueness is
seldom refuted.
A r ecent Detroit Free Press editorial
noted that "the wooded dunes at
Bridgeman are unmatched for richness
and diversity of plant species, the
beauty of their deep , interdunal
valleys, and their central place in the
southwestern coastal skyline."

On Wednesday, April 13, the Environmental Law Sociecy '
and the LSSS Speakers Committee will present " Destiny of
the Dunes: A Symposium on the Future Use and
Management of Michigan Sand Dunes, ,, in room 150 Hutchins Hall at 7:30p.m. The symposium will feature slide
sho ws, panel discussion, and a question and answer session.
Panel participants include Prof Sax as moderator, as well as
representatives from the following: Great Lakes Four- Wh eel
Drive Association; Manley Bros. (mining); Hope for the
Dunes; Cranbrook Institute of Science; Michigan Depar. tment of Natural R esources; and West Michiga'! En vironmental Action Council.

I

The
a rea in the center
this photo (between l-94 in the right
foreground and Lake Michigan in the background) covers approximately 28
acres that were mined by Martin-Marietta Corp. under a two year permit granted by the city if Bridgman in 1976 before P.A. 222 had been enacted. However,
because of two successive court restraining orders, no mining has occurred
here at the " Bridgeman South" site since September . 1971.
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VIOLENCE
The Law School is experiencing something
that could destroy the very fiber of its existence: violent acts. It is something that has directly affected many of us and threatens the
safety of the entire Law School community.
In the past two months, Law School students
have been subjected to arson, assaults and
batteries, and a barrage of obscene phone
calls. The faculty has experienced threats to
their safety .
Police now have turned over the arson file to
the Washtenaw County P rosecutor's Office.
Dean Sandalow also has seen the file .
Lawyers' Club residents are justifiably excited because information is being withheld
from them . The perpetrator(s) severely injured one student ; they / he/she also endangered the lives of all Club residents.
The obscene phone calls appear to be ever
increasing.Some students are harassed daily.
And the phone calls are being received by both
women and men in the Law School.
These issues are not simply problems to be
dealt with through the " Law School Family";
they are crimes, many of them violent crimes
that threaten the safety of students, faculty
andstaff.
·
Perhaps these incidences are simply coincidences, as Dean Sandalow suggests, wholly
unrelated. But they might also suggest that
something is fundamentally wrong with the
Michigan Law School structure. Perhaps we
should be asking ourselves about our environment.
Is there something here that breeds so much
anxiety that some persons are motivated to
endanger others? Is it simply a sign of our
times and a reflection of society at large?
Should we go to the .extreme of suggesting
psychological testing as a criterion in admissions decisions? Or can we erase our fears
and label these acts simply as flukes?
Whatever the answers, one thing is clear :
We are all affected in some way, whether it be
through harassment, physical attack or
feeling hopeless while watching our
classmates and professors being endangered.
The solution demands more than mere finger
pointing. And we all ha ve a stake in identifying the problems and solving them .

.

Letters
Abortion Notices Disappear
To the editor:
This letter actually directed to that small <I
hope) number of students in this law school who
haven't yet grasped the political or philosophical
underpinnings of the First Amendment.
I am a member of and volunteer for MARAL the Michigan Abortion Rights Action League. In
between attending classes, studying, working,
and occasional recreation, I do what I can to help
preserve a woman's right of choice. " Bah humbug," you say? " Immoral, amoral, babykHler'?" Call me what you like. I know you
d isagree with my position. I know.because you
tore down every one of the MARAL notices I
posted in the annex and Hutchins Ha ll last week
- all but the one stapled snugly to the WLSA
board (and that may disappear even as I wr ite).
I don't know what you did with them but I'm
certain you disposed of them in the same manner
that you successively disposed of the Lesbian
and Gay Law Students' bulletin boards. Do I
hear you protesting, "but I didn't do that?" It
doesn 't matter. You ' re all the same:
de pressi ngly ignorant and intolerant for
someone who seeks to practice law.

I could alm ost understand when all the MARAL
notices I had posted throughout central campus
were torn down ; I mean, really, what can one
expect of undergraduates? But I was idealistic
<unrealistic:-) enough to think that tolerance and
respect for freedom of expression was a natural
by-product of a legal education. Now that you' ve
taught me differently, I guess I'll have to face
the fact that people are either born with these
characteristics or they're born without them. I
don't and won't tear down notices posted by antichoice groups. Nor will I pelt anti-choice people
with rotten fruit or rocks when they harass clien·
ts of Planned Parenthood. And I probably can't
credit Yale Kamisar's First Amendment lectures for all of that restraint.
The only reason I can write this wiOt even a
vistige of humor is due to the fact that I believe
there are more people in this law school who
respect another's free expression of ideas than
there are people like you. So why don't you do us
a favor and try to find some room in your narrow
litlle world for the expression of views which
aren 't carbon copies of your own?
Lore A. Rogers· 1L

Consider the Yearbook

To the Editor :
As a member of one of the law school's scholarly
publications, and convinced of the value of the experience they offer, I want to urge first-year students to apply to a journal. In addition, I wish to explain
the unique a ppeal of one in particular : the Michigan
Yearbook or International Legal Studies <MYILS).
The joys of joining a publication are several. First, in an institution where collegiality among
students is rare, the journals are places of
cooperation and community. They have to be. When
people work together that hard for that long, not
getting along would make the experience intolerable. People consult each other, shar ing ideas
and playing devil's advocate to each other. They
also often support each other, helping to break
through r oadblocks in analysis or composition.
Second, the process of writing a publishable
student note will likely teach one more about
writing than any other exercise previously undertaken . Typically, one must compose several drafts
of a note, with each one criticized by an editor (a
third year student) for style, organization and content. Editors will demand that every sentence and
every word be justified.
Third, one develops and hones one's skill at legal
a nalysis. Part of this comes from the process of
writing. Trying to transmit an idea clearly through
language forces one to rethink the idea itself time
a nd time again. Part arises from a sort of Socratic
dialogue. Editors, upon seeing the initial draft, pepper the author with questions. Friends to whom one
explains the topic probe one's understanding.
Fourth, one's research abilities improve immensely. Central to writing a note is ferreting out any
conceivable relevant authority : cases, treatises, articles, and other materials. Virtually every assertion must be backed up by some citation. This forces
one to build painstakingly upon previous treatments
of the issue in order to conclude about what should
happen next.
Admittedly sometimes the stylistic genius of a
student will be edited a way by editors too closeminded to recognize the inspired. Much more often,
however, the process turns opague, cliche-ridden,
descriptive r ambling into clear analysis - a rare
commodity these days even among "big time"
academics. Moreover, this magic is not performed
by an editor, but by the writer herself in responding
to the editor 's c ritici~ms and , at later stages, by the
writer who has learned to criticize herself. The
ability to edit oneself is one of the great, but littleheralded awards of the process.
With the joys, there a re also sorrows. It takes an
enormous amount of time and energy, which serves
to discourage one from pursuing other activities,
such as Campbell, flyba cks to every major city, an
active social life, or classes.

The pressure can also be huge. Putting out a
magazine means deadlines, a lways unreasonable
and sometimes impossible. One learns to waste little time and to work past old limitations. P ersonal
relationships- al r eady under seige in law
school- can deteriorate irretrievably in the face of
a journal's demands.
Finally, it is often frustrating. The note topic one
has spent months working on can lose its viability
overnight with a change in a statute or a Supreme
Court decision. One can spend three hours citechecking one long footnote. Whole pages of one's
carefully crafted draft could be deleted by a shortsighted note editor.
On balance, it is worth it.
The Yearbook , as its title suggests, is published
once a year , and makes up for its infrequent arrival
by its size. It is umque for two substantjve reasons
as well : its international focus, and its concentration on a single topic for each issue.
While the Reform and the Review publish articles
and notes on international legal questions from time
to time, the Yearbook specializes in the area. Issues
treated in recent years have included transborder
problems of refugees, international aspects of
criminal procecure, antidumping and countervailing duties laws, and international regulation of
telecommunications .
By concentrating on a single topic (broad enough
to encompass many problems and to allow many
points of view), the Yearbook allows students to
work closely with each other, sharing ideas and
research. Working on several aspects of one issure
gives the staff in-depth substantive knowledge
about the topic in addition to experience in legal
analysis. Because the Yearbook focuses on a
current problem, the student's analysis of public
policy may be nearly as important in his note as his
leJ!a l a nalysis.
Student notes address somewhat broader issues
than do notes for the Reform or the Review, reflecting the Yearbook's policy flavor, the open-ended
quality of international law, and the preferences of
its staff.
Finally, the Yearbook is a young and small
publication ; those students joining its staff in the
fall will write notes for Volume VI, whose topic will
be selected in a few weeks. This implies somewhat
fewer resources than the other two publications ; it
also means, we believe, that it enjoys greater
freedom to try new things and greater opportunity
for a n energetic staff person to leave his or her
permanent mark.
Applications are available in front of Room 100
through this Friday, AprilS. They a re due Friday at
6 p.m . Applying for the Yearbook by no means
precludes later applications to the J ournal or
Review·
Steve Schiller
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Forum
Candidate Criticized, Krausman Responds
To the Editor:
Kent Krausman, you were in my section last year , and I've known you
peripherally since then. I just read your
brief statement in the R.G. This, I
presume, is your platform . I'm
horrified. I may be over-reacting, but I
prefer to think of it a s reading between
the lines.
I'm puzzled by the fact that you think
of homosexua ls in the law school as an
" unpopular fringe group." I just can't
see it as a question of popularity. Is it
possible that you really think of sexual
preference as a question of popularity?
Do you r eally think that if a majority of
students do not support a group, that
group should not " be here "?
In my experience, people who stake
out a particular group of fellow citizens
as targets for special dislike are more
than willi.ng to adopt one test or another
in order to determine who ought to be
put in that group. Do you mind if I
suggest a few tests to supplement the
ones you've doubtless already
fashioned for yourseU? These could be
given to all Jaw school applicants, to
help weed out the undesirables. That
way, we could save the majority the
bother of having to make such distinctions.
First, we could use the old
chromosome test. Everyone knows that
gay men and women don 't have the
right number of chromosomes . If that
doesn't smoke 'em out, then we should
try the old bent pinkie test. Most gays,
studies have shown, can't properly
bend their little finger. Finally. it all
else fails, Jet's make sure that every
applicant to this law school can pass a
sibilance test. Why not make those
eager young college graduates
pronounce "constitutional rights." If
they don 't get their s's right
why,
who needs 'em?
I wish you the luck you deserve in
your campaign.
elson Hubbell, 2nd yr.

To the editor:
In response to the recent LGLS criticism of my platform : 1) The R.G. inter view contained inaccur acies and
omissions which were the unfor tunate
result of space limitations. I did not say
smaller groups should not be involved
in the budget process. They must be involved in the present system. I used
LGLS only as an example of a group
that I do not personally s upport, but explicitly said that LGLS, like every other
group, cannot be denied existence for
any reason short of engaging in illegal
activities.
2) My position is c lear. All groups
have the right to exist if acting legally.
All groups have a right to pursue legal
policies in any way they see fit. BUT:
NO GROUP HAS THE RIGHT TO
TAKE MONEY FROM PEOPLE WHO
DO NOT SUPP ORT THEM, UNDER
THREAT OF EXPULSION <denial of
the opportunity to register wiJl eventually result in the student being termin.lted academically >. TAKING
MONEY FROM A OTHER PERSON,
AGAINST THAT PERSON'S WILL, IS
ROBBERY. Simply put, IF YOU
SUPP ORT ~HE GROUP , CAUSE,
IDEA, ETC., YO UPAY F ORIT.
3> LGLS " leadership" has distorted
and manipulated the above platform in
their drive for martyrdom. They say
that I "do not support fun ding of
minority groups, " that " not funding
any groups would suppress diversity,"
and that LGLS "is not an unpopular
fringe group." I have three responses.
First, J support self-funding of any
and all groups that operate legally,
whether they are " majority,"
"minority, " or otherwise. Second, not
funding any gr oups would s uppress
diversity only if one believes that the
student body is a uniform mass that
supports only "conformist" groups.
Such a proposal is patenlly ridiculous;
voluntary giving would probably result
in "diverse" groups becoming finan cially and functionally stronger , as they

could raise funds as they chose, with no
limit.
Third, an " unpopular fringe group"
is one that lacks sufficient student support to thrive independently. Maybe it
would be more accurate to call such a n
organization an unpopular dependent/
extor tionist group. There is but one answer to any group that opposes voluntary funding and yet asserts that is as a
·group is quite popular : Prove it. Why
does voluntary funding frighten you so,
if you are as popular as you say? You
should revel in the opportunity to raise
funds from all your loyal supporters,
and shudder at the thought of snatching money from those few misguided
souls who do not support you. Could it
be that you know your group is not that
popular with students, and you
legitimately fear that fundraising efforts would force you to justify the group's
activities? Isn't it really that you know
that individuals, of their own f ree
wills, would not contribute to your
group? This is the only logical inference
to be drawn from these vehement
protestations against voluntary funding
when coupled with claims of popularity.
4 ) LGLS leadership says LGLS is a
pol itical whipping boy, tha t Kent
Kraus man is a bigot, fascist , neo-nazi,
and right-wing stooge. Ironic, isn't it,
that a group of people who espouses
freedom of choice in determining one's
lifestyle and sexual preferences at the
same time will condemn freedom of
choice in supporting organizations via
voluntary donations. Siphoning funds
from unwilling victims is not a
legitimate method for any person or
group to use to obta in funding.
Freedom of choice, LGLS " leaders," is
absolute up to the point of not harming
a nother person physically. LGLS
"leadership'' has demonstrated that, in
.their view, freedom of choice is worth
respecting only when it serves LGLS
purposes, a view much closer to
bigotry, fa scism, et. than I'll ever get.

Why First Years Get the Blues
The first year of law school has
frequently been called a sink or swim
proposition. The problem is that most of
the time it seems more like the Salem
witch test - if you sink, you drown; if
you float , you're a witch.
The flaw in the total immersion
theory of law school, to continue an
already waterlogged metaphor, is that
those who make it are supposed to
emerge from the experience stronger
and better . However, for most people,
the first year is an all-time low physically, mentally, emotionally.
And it isn't necessary. How much
sense does it make to have first years
who are utterly unfamiliar with the
system take 17 hours of class, when
second a nd third years take 13 hours?
The increased classload means that fir st years a re additionally frustrated by
their inability to master the material
through sheer lack of lime.
Want happier, healthier law students? Simple answer : Decrease the course-load, at least for the first semes ter .
For example: Fall could be Torts ( 4),
Civil P rocedure ( 4 ), Property <2>, and
Contracts ( 3 ), plus Case Club (2) for a
total of 15 hours. Winter term could be
Constitutional Law ( 4), Criminal Law

<4 ), Contracts ( 3 ), and Properly (3).
plus Case Club (2), for a total of 16
The cost is the elimination of one
elective - and at this point, first years
choose only from six electives, which
they may or may not have any desire to
take . The benefi t: a s lightly less
irrational first year, and students who
actua lly have time to do their
classwork.
· The joke goes, " Just when you think
you couldn't possibly handle anything
else, they throw Case Club at you." It
seems odd that the one s kill aside from
" thinking like a lawyer" that we will
use throughout our legal careers is
relegated to four hours of a Pass/ Fail
course and a semina r .
It is hard for many students to take
Case Club seriously because of the
status accorded it by the faculty and
even by many of the student judges a nd
clerks. To start with , it is taught by
students and it is Pass/ FaiL The
response is that the Law School has
tried other programs and that current
Ca se Clubs are much better than past
ones were. For example, the school has
tried having instructors with law
degrees teach, but can not get good
quality without paying a lot.

Funding is not the biggest problem
with the Case Clubs, however . The lack
of uniformity in assignments and instruction is ridiculous. Some groups are
required to do over 20 hours of " library
assignments" for the year, while others
Jess than 10. Some have drafts and
outlines due for each paper, yet for
others a single copy s uffices. The
student is thus subject either to a good
learning experience with twice the
work his classmates have, or learning
the least possible to pass with more
time left over for his courses. Surely
uniform standards could easily be
determined and implemented.
Fur thermore, the good writers
chosen as senior judges d o not
necessarily make good teachers. The
judges need to be trained in teaching
writing and the current plan of one da y
with the English Composition Board is
obviously not enough. Many clubs this
year received no instruction on how to
write, nor in fact on much else. It does
not seem unreasonable to ask that the
senior judges return 3 or 4 days earl y
next fall for training in teaching legal
writing and advocacy . It might even be
appealing to them if the students wer e
actually proud of the program .

5) There is one very accurate word to
describe
LGLS
" leaders":
P ARANOID. They are hypocrites as
well, calling for " responsible funding of
student groups" and in f act meaning
ir responsible theft of funds from nonsupporters . They tuck their tails between their legs and run away from
proposals that would r equir e true
responsibility in the funding process.
This "select" group of individuals did
not examine my pla tform carefully;
rather , at my first mention of forcing
gr oups to become fiscally responsible
for themselves, they new off in a defensive, hysterical, baseless rage. Take a
minute - step back, objectively ask
yourself, LGLS members, if you really
want to force people who do not support
you to fund your group. Ask yourself by
what authority you advocate taking
people's money from them against
their wills. Ask yourself if you truly
have a right to commit such atrocities.
The answers are painfully obvious.
Kent D. Krausman
Kent Krausman ..·as a c-ondtdate for LSSS
President.
•

Fire Jokes
Not Funny
To the Editor ,
I think you owe the law school community and J im Picozzi in particular an
apology for the tasteless references to
the Law Quad fire in the April 1 l ndi
Gestae. Apparently, you feel the in·
cident is good for a few chuckles. To
give you the benefit of the doubt, l
assume this is not so much malice as
immaturity. Why don't you take a few
minutes now and do the r eflecting you
should have done before you printed the
articles?
Jim Picozzi received extensive
second degree burns on his face, a rm
and back, plus a cracked vertebra. He
has been through several wee.ks of extremely painful treatment of the burns,
and faces the prospect of remaining flat
on his back, in pain, for another four
months while his bac k heals asuuming it does heal properly. I, for
one, can't see anything amusing about
the incident that caused these injuries.
Nor can I find it anything but insulting
to this community when you suggest
that fire setting is a possible candidate
for a new fad.
Do you think that what you printed
will help Jim return to this community?
It would be hard enough for him to
return if this community made a concerted effort to show its sorrow aad indignation at what happened, and its
support for him.
Or do you think that what you printed
contributes to a desi r able atmosphere
here at the law school? Do you really
want a community where the next person's misfortune is a fit subject for
jokes? What if the next person were you
- would it still be amusing?
You have, whether you realize it or
not, considerable influence on the tone
of life here at the law school. 1 hope that
in the future you will see fit to use your
influence more constructively . Not
every bit of garbage that comes to mind
is worth printing.
Sam Dimon, lL
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Arts
Excitement: Life in the Fast Lane?
by Jobn Ramsay

For those of you who have never actually seen skunk cabbage, this is an
opportunity you won't want to miss.
Somewhat along the same lines, the
Washtenaw County Parks and
Recreation Commission Nature Walk
on April 17 wiU look for 20 species of
spring waterfowl. Get up a little early
for this one to be at Independence Lake
by 10 a.m. and prepare for "possibly a
short detour to see if the woodcocks are
doing their courting flight .''
If toadstools turn you on more than
waterfowl, the Nature Center has what
you're looking for on the 23rd. Alexander Smi th, " Ann Ar bor's eminent
mushroom author ity" and author of
" Mushroom Hunter's Field Guide,' '
will present a slide presentation ,
followed by a discussion. You are invited to br ing along your own
mushrooms for identification.
On April 11, the Ann Arbor Cage Bird
Club gives the curious a chance to observe nature in the safe confines of the
Burns Park Senior Citizens Center.
" Exhibition budgie breede r Ed
Clemens points out the difference between English budgies and the 5 and 10
cent store, or American, variety." This
is a chance to protect yourself from unscrupulous pet store owners who try to
pass off cheap, run-of-the-mill budgies
for the real thing.
If you prefer killing little critters to
just observing them, the Waterloo Hunt
Club is for you. Take a chance to sur vey
the grounds of the Club on the 17th.
" Bring your own horse."
This entry speaks for itself: ''Kensington Metropark Hike: Sierra Club. A

Michigan Law Students are often
unaware of the multitude of unique
recreational activities offered in this
place we <barely >call home. Ann Arbor
provides a plethora of organizations
which the casual observer will no doubt
overlook and which, in fact, those of us
who live here for three years may never
be aware of. Even brief resear ch will
uncover activities never listed in the
Mobil Travel Guide <if, indeed,
anything in A' is listed in the Mobil
Travel Guide}. The activities described
below were all gleaned from the Ann
Arbor Observer's April Calendar. They
are by no means meant to be allinclusive, onJy to provide a sampling to
pique the curiosity of even the most
unadventurous.
How many people, for instance, know
about the Waterloo Nature Center?
This good-natured, natura list group
features among other things a one and a
half mile hike on April 10 entitled " Life
in a Bog." The entry reads: " Experience the sensation of wa lking on a floating
bog, observe emerging vegetation from
fern fiddleheads to goldthread ... "
Many of you have probably already experienced the sensation of walking on a
floa ting bog. Undoubtedly you regretted it the next morning.
For those who just can't get enough of
fern fiddleheads, the Nature Center is
celebrating the rites of spring April 16
in its own special way. For only fifty
cents visitors can come to the Center
and " listen for peepers, chorus frogs
and wood frogs and look for tritium,
hepatica. ferns. and skunk cabbage."

hike th rough thts suburban Detroit
metropark near Milford. Bring money
for gas. 1:30 p.m. Meet at Ann Arbor
City Hall parking lot. "
When you get tired of walking, join
the Ann Arbor Bicycle League April 10
for a "short family-oriented r ide to an
area restaurant for breakfast." For a
longer ride, a week later the Ann Arbor
Bicycle Touring Society is sponsoring a
jaunt to Ham burg and then brunch at
the Eidelweiss restaurant. One suspects that these groups a re perhaps more
interested in eating than exercising.
The entry for the Touring Society's
Open Meeting confirms that suspicion .
" Learn what new rides and eating
events are planned." R efreshments
will be served at the meeting.
You may want to get away from the
great outdoors for a spell and perhaps
sharpen your culinary talents. Kitchen
Port in Kerrytown will teach you to
sharpen and care for Trident knives as
well on the lOth. Later, a demonstration
of the Braun Immersible Blender. The
group provides a special treat April 16.
"Nine-year-old Emily Guiliani shows
how to make pasta with the Simac
pasta machine." Emily has been practicing for weeks on this one, folks , so
let's have a good turn-out.
Canterbury Loft, close to the Law
School on State St., proves that Ann Arbor is in the forefront of innovative entertainmenl. On the 7th, the Loft will
feature a play entitled " The Bombs,"
by Ann Arbor's own Tom Simond. The
play is "a new musical comedy about
the nuclear a rms race." It takes
someone like Tom to capture the comic
potential tn mass death and destruction. The play, we are told, is modeled

"
arter the works of the Greek playwright
Aristophcnes. and I'm sure Ari would
have been proud of the effort.
Well. that should provide a start. Be
aware, however. that this is only the tip
of the iceberg - there's plenty more to
do in this, our own little floating bog.
And if the administration is concerned
about not being able to attra ct new
faculty members because of a lack of
cultural or recreational opportunities.
perhaps they just need to dig a "little
deeper.
~

I

Campus Even ts

1417-9 " T he Mikado" (Gil bert & Sulli van)
U- \1 Gilbert & Sullivan Society
~l cndle~'o hn Theatre, 8 p.m.
Tic ke• ~- $4 to $6.50
Fifth An n Arbor Spring Art Fair
280 Arti ~h from 26 States
U- \1 Track and Tennis Bldg.,
!Oa.m.-9 p.m.
1\dmi~~ ion- $2
Sunday Fun ni es (comed y troupe)
Michigan Theatre, 8 p.m.
Tickets - $3 in advance at Union.
$3.50 a t door
Fitzwillia m Quartet
University Musical Society
Rack ham Aud., 8:30 p.m.
Tickets - $6 to $9. call 665-3717

14110

Jimm~

Buffet Concert
U-M Office of Major Events
H 1ll Aud .. 8 p.m.
Tickets - $9.50 to $11.50,
call 76J-2071

Sunday Funnies Expand Appeal
The Sunday Funnies, Ann Arbor's
only original comedy troupe, takes
another big step forward with Its performance at the Michigan Theatre
Friday night at 8 o'clock. The ensemble
has steadily gamed recognition and
popular ity since it was formed by a
group of U-M students m the FalJ of
1980.
The troupe, now with 12 members.
stages one major show in Ann Arbor
each semester, in addition to occasional
performances at other schools. Some of
the founders have moved on to form a
new comedy group in New York.
John Wasylyshyn, a second-year law
student, joined the troupe during its first
year of existence when he was an undergraduate at the University. He con-

BRCISTHERE
WITH THE STATE'S BEST
BAR REVIEW COURSE

tinues to write material for the Funnies
and occasionally still performs with
them as well. He has in fact written two
of the skits to be performed in the
Friday night show and has coathored
one.
According to Wasylyshyn. the Funmes models its skits roughly along the
lines of a Saturda.r Night Live format
but tries to avoid "topical"' or " typical
college" humor The group wants to
avoid limiting itself to ~ne type of
audience, he says. and the skits are
written to achieve a broad-based appeal. The move to a new off-campus
location for this semester's performance indicates that the Funnies are well
on their way to achieving that goal.
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Uncle Ted Wants You
From time to time over the course of
the semester, the R.G. staff has been
publishing requests for eager pseudojournalists Cor even anti-journalists) to
help us out with the paper. This time
we're on our knees.
To all you first-years, our message is
short: unless at least a handful of you
sign up to work on the R.G. next year,
the paper will be an extinct species by
January of '84. Think about it.
lf you're thinking, "What would I do
up there?" here's a list of positions we
hope to fill: News - we need two more
news writers ; Opinion - we need one,
and could use two, individuals to solicit,
elicit. or write opinions : Arts - we
wouJd like to have three people who
couJd do reviews of the local arts
<movies, plays, etc. l. At present, we
have one. Features - a ·'feature" is a
humorous article which goes on the
back page above Law in the Raw We
need four writers for the Features
page, so that each writer will be

responsible for no more than three ar ticles per term. we have but two now;
Sports - we need three writers and
have only one for next year ; Law in the
Raw - Mike Walsh is gradua ting so
someone has to volun teer if the
tradition is to continue. We're a lso
looking for a new business man a~er .
The editors of the News, Arts ,
Opinion, Features, and Spor ts pages
are all 2L's. This means that these
people will leave their posts at the R.G.
after the first semester next year. After
that, the new editors will have to be the
present first-years. So volunteer to help
out next fall, and then, if you like
working on the paper, you can be the
master of your qwn tLG. page by next
J anuary.
If you're interested, stop by the R.G.
office !408 Hutchins> tomorrow <Thursday> at9 p.m. We'll all be there to give
you the low-down on what we do, and
answer all questions. no matter how
silly they are. Be there or be square.

RG Thru the Mail?
You betcha! We realize that all you
3L's are stricken with grief over
graduation, but you don't necessar ily
have to leave everything behind. We
are currently thinking of setting up a
program whereby grads can be sent
each issue of the R.G.
There's no profit motive involved. We
are willing to run the subscription service at a cost basis. What's our angle
then? Well, we 2L's on the staff would
like to receive the R.G. after our
graduation. Therefore, we'd like to get
the mailing program on its feet before
we leave.
By filling out the form below. you are
not committed to subscribe. This is
merely an attempt to see how many

Yes, I lhink l will want the ' R.G.' with me ncxl year. Pl ease contact me about subscribing in ' eptember.

Name

Try Clinic For Experience
When planning your schedule for next
year consider Clinic as an option to
normal course work. In Clinic I, you
a nd your partner will be assigned to
handle approximately a dozen cases
from the Washtenaw County Courty
system . The cases range from criminal
misdemeanor to consumer credit and
everyone has an opportunity to handle
at least one civil commitment. Clinic I
includes a seminar providing training
in trial advocacy and genera l courtroom techniques . Child Advocacy

Clinic concentrates on child custody found that I had more courtroom exmatters with its par ticipants represen- perience than four- and five-year
ling parties on all sides of a dispute.
associates at large law firms. Even if
Clinic fits in well with job inter- litigation is not in your future, this
viewing, too. The schedule is flexible , presents an opportunity to experience
allowing for interviewing a nd fly- reaJ life courtroom drama .
backs. In interviews, being able to tell a Clinic can be fun and it is different. A
story about a tr ial you did shows that departure from pure academics could
you understand what a lawyer does and be profitable. ( o, you will not make
arc serious about pursuing it as a any money in Clinic.)
career. It a lso, very simply, gives you r - - - - - -- - - - - - - - womcthing to talk about that leaves a
positive and unique impression. I often

32. Ken Ha1~ch. 2L (39.20)
33. J . Srmwn. I L (nr,21)

Without further fanfare <or drivell
the final

HUTCHINS TOP 40
Points:
I. Mall he" Jacoh!>. II ( I.Sl
2. J im Laing. 3L (3,6)
John teij!tr, 31. (29.6!
4. Krrk Scnaffer. ;!L, 1;••
5. Steve Barth, 21 (nr.9)
6. Dave Rubenstein, 31 (nr.12)
7 Anne Gust, 3L(l7,14)
Bruce Brake!, 2L (nr ,14)
9. Mil-.e Hainer, 31 (20,1'')
10. Chuck Jarrett, 21 (nr,1!!)
I I. Derek Cottier. 21. (nr,21)
12. Glenn Holcome. II (nr.23)
13. Jim P icozzi. 2L (8.2)
Arnie Brier, 1l (nr.29)
Tom Coerdt, I L (nr,2)
James H umphries. 3L (nr.2)
Ruthy Milk man, II. (20.29)
Bruce Vielmetti, 1L (20,29)
19. Mannie Arrieta, 21 (nr,38)
J•m Lancaster, II (nr.38)
21. Tom Fox. 3L (5.8)
Robert P erct, II (nr.nr)
23. Tom Frederick . 21. (8.9)
Ri cha rd Bryan t, I L (tl,9)
Marvin Rau, 1L (n1,nr)
26. Ron Sendu kas. I L 129.nr)
Van Jolas, IL(I2.12)
28. Bruce C harcndoff, I L (nr. l4)
29. Greg Voss, 3L (nr.nr)
30. J o hn Buckley, I L (39,nr)
Craig Godshall, 3L (nr,nr)

Point\:
133
131

130
129

128
127

et ·,fAt~Ef \ S
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34. Srcve Poling, 2l (12,23)
GrcgGach,IL(nr,nr)
Cliff Curry, I L (nr,23)
Paul Sa' oldelli, 2L (5,23)
38. Patricia Quick, 2l (nr.nr)
Jeff Km1cl, 3L (nr,27)
Verom~l Porter (nr,27)
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Now a word about the all-important
prizes: Matt Jacobs absconds with S20
of the best pizza in Ann Arbor from
Uno's. To the two tied for second we
total and split te second and third
place prizes, so Jim La ing and J ohn
Steiger each pick up $7.50 in pizza, etc.
from Uno's. For everyone else: the big
donul.

"--------------....1
Your Campus Reps.
Eth'an Powsner 761·6541
Susan Dunnings 996·9068
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Action~r

FACTORY
CLOSEOUTS
Swimweor
Footwear,
Bodyweor

I
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Michiga n Regional Office
Northland Towe rs West , Suite 501
15565 No rlhland Drive
Sou thf ield. Mich. 48075
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120

114

Come on ond bfowse Yoo 11
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gold bond

NCAA Poll Finalists
by Beren!> and Blanke

students are interested. If there is s ufficient enthusiasm, nex t September
we'll contact those of you who turned in
the form and ask you if you'd like to
subscribe.
We estimate that the subscription
price will be $11 for the whole year of
R.G. 's. <It costs 37 cents to mail an
issue, and the marginal cost of printing,
etc., should br ing the total cost per
issue to approximately 50 cents. There
are about 22 issues per year - thus the
$11 figure. Of course, if we can get bulk
postage rates, the subscription price
might be halved.)
But whatever the fee, we think it's a
small price to pay for an umbilical cord
back to your favori te hell-hole.

~

~'

'llllllllll"'

BRC
EARN A FREE BRC COURSE IN EXCHANGE FOR
REPRESENTING JOSEPHSON I BRC:
Josephson/ BRC needs 15-20 campus repre sentatives for 1983-84
and 1984 -85 school years.
Ms . Borboro Cardozo will be on campus for interviews Thursday ,
Apri l1 4 .

663-6771

419 E . .Liberty
112
111
11 0

2 b fock s off State St

Contact Ethan Powsner o r Susan Ounnings for more information .
or leave your nome ond messoge in their student moil fo lders in the
basement of Hutchings Hall.
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Newsfeature
Is HJustice'' All It's Cracked Up To Be?
by Margaret Thompson

DANIEL LEE ANDERS, a convicted
rapist who has spent· much of his adult
life either in prison or in mental ins titutions, was found not guilty of murder last Wednesday by a Washtenaw
County Circuit Court jury of eight
women and four men. The State's case
rested on a tape-recorded confession
given last November at the Ypsilanti
Post of the Michigan State Police.
Anders, 42, had been charged with the
1973 stabbing death of Ruth Ann Postif.
He was brought to Ann Ar bor for trial
from Huntsville State Prison in Texas,
where, under the name of Daniel Sexton, he has been serving a sentence for
rape. Anders will now stand trial in
Oakland County for the 1975 abduction
and rape of a Pontiac woman.
In June of 1973, Michigan authorities
lost track of Anders when he walked
away from the grounds of a mental institution in Northville, where he had
been confined following convictions for
at least three abductions and rapes of
women forced at knife-point.

work unoHicially on the P ostif case. He
had compiled and methodically
followed up on each tip in a fi le of 807
tips that contained some 6,000 names.
Tip number 201 looked promising.
Daniel Anders liked to work in parking
lots of shopping malls. There was a pattern: abduction in the woman's car,
with Anders driving and the woman
silenced by the knife held at her throat.
He'd drive to a wooded spot, someplace
lonely, for the rape. Then he'd drive the
woman back to where he'd found her.
But Anders was missing from Northville, listed as "dangerous.'' And no one
connected Anders with Sexton until this
past November, when two State
Troopers reviewed the Postif file.
TRIAL BEGA ~ March 14. Over the
objection of the defense attorney <a
court-appointed Publ ic Defender) ,
Judge Patrick Conlin admitted into
evidence a tape recording of Anders'
account of the abduction, rape, and
death of the lovely blonde girl. Conlin
saw nothing wrong with the tapes. An·

She had been raped, and she had been stabbed 21 times. Ruth was a very
religious girl, not the sort to know anything at all about either sex or
violence.
RUTH ANN PO TIF was 17 when she
died. She had last been seen on October
18, 1973, at a shopping mall in Dear·
born. Her partially nude body was
found in a wooded field in Superior
Township some three weeks later. She
had been raped, and she had been stabbed 21 times. Ruth was a very religious
girl, not the sort to know anything at all
about either sex or violence.
Detective Sgt. Vincent Demsky of the
Michigan State Police handled the case
until 1m, when he reftred and became
head of the security staff at the Univer·
sity of Georgia. Determined to find
Ruth's killer, Demsky continued to

ders talked only after the Troopers had
read him his rights. Mirandized him,
the Prosecutor called it.
Anders talked for at least 23 hours.
He talked about the death of a girl to the
two Troooers and a psychologist employed by the State Police, Dr. Donald
Rossi. The day before. Anders had
talked well into the night, also on tape,
telling Dr. Rossi of an unhappy past, of
many episodes or violence toward
women. Anders spoke of sexual fantasies involving mutilated bodies, but
he said these recent fantasies were not
connected with the death or the girl he
was questioned about.

The jury listened in silence to the two
hours of tapes that comprised the
State's evidence against Anders. The
Troopers stayed to listen, and to watch
the jury listen. Demsky stayed, too. The
bald detective, who looks a lot like
Kojak, had nearly 10 years' work at
stake. He wanted to see the
prosecution's case throu~h to the end.

FTHTIIER, ANDE RS SAID be had
been at work that day. The police had
never checked the alibi. The defense
did. Under the name of Daniel Grzyzinski, Anders had worked at a ca r crushing plant. While it is possible that
Anders could have fit both his job and
the rape into a day's work, the fact that
the prosecution had not investigated

Anders spoke of sexual fantasies involvin~ mutilated bodies, but he said
these recent fantasies were nor connected with the death of rhe girl he was
questioned about.
ANDERS' STORY, toJ.d in a clear.,
firm voice, was vivid. The gruesome
details shocked all who listened. The
prosecution fell that Anders showed a
graphic knowledge of details only the
killer could have known. He couldn't
have invented so many of the facts . On
this assumption, the State rested its
case. It had to. There was no physical
evidence, and, after nearly 10 years,
the trail was stone cold. Still, it seemed
sure they'd get a conviction, judging by
the looks on the faces of the jurors as
they listened to the taped confession.
What was the defense attorney going
to do, with a client like Anders? He had
already let the jury know about all the
rapes. Now, he moved that the tapes of
the other Anders-Rossi interviews be
heard The jury was in for a pumshing
three days. The Judge got counsel's
permission to excuse himself from the
ordeal.
Anders, said the defense, was a
rapist, but not a killer. Anders only
made up the story to please Dr Rossi
and the Troopers. Rossi had "seduced"
Anders into inventing answers his
questioner wanted to hear, and Rossi
had ·•subtly implanted" the details of
the Postif murder into Anders' mind.
After listening to all 23 hours of tapes.
the jury agreed.

Law in the Raw

this part of the story weakened the case
seriously.
The not-guilty verdict shocked many
of us who had sat through much of the
trial. Anders' narrative had convinced
me that he'd been there. His cold, firm
recitation of gory facts, rivaling those
in the famous Anderson case
for horror. showed the ruthless selfabsorption of the kind of man who
would kill when a ra pe didn't go as
planned.
But if the jury was righ t - and
they're the ones who heard all the tapes
- then the State has cost us all a great
deal. A long, expensive trial. The price
of Anders' holiday from his Texas
prison. The grief of Ruth's family,
reliving the nightmare as they listened
to the Troopers· testimony.
And how must Demsky feel? His own
detective work had been so thor ough.
Demsky would have checked the alibi.
Dr. Rossi must have billed the People
for a pretty sum. His work product:
either a confession of true facts that
were rendered un-believable by his interviewmg technique, or an imaginary
account of a crime Anders never committed E1ther way, it left the jury with
a reasonable doubt that it was Anders
who k1lled Ruth Post if. Kow. it is
unlikely that we will ever Jearn who did.

Compiled by Mike Walsh and Fred Snow

Hard Times in Detroit

Kiddie P en

Quotes of the Week

When an undercover police officer uprooted a
seven-foot pot plant from behind a house on
Detroit's far east side, a burglar alarm sounded.
Explained the marijuana pianter, " I couldn't afford
to buy it, so I had to grow it. "

A judge in Maine who sentenced an 11-year-Qid boy
and his 15-year-Qld brother to county jail for
burglarizing a home said that adult-type crimes
deser ve adult sentences.
" I am imposing harsher results for young people
than other courts are on adults for the same thing,"
said F ranklin County District Court Judge John
Benoit, of Farmington. " I feel the results that are
being achieved show that although harsh, it appears
to be right."
Known throughout central Maine. as a jurist tough
on criminals, Benoit has maintained that swift and
sure justice, combined with stiff sentences, is an ob·
ject lesson youngsters find hard to forget.
Because of a lack of available space, the two
brothers and a 15-year-Qld who was sentenced to 20
days in jail for criminal mischief, burglary, and
theft, were confined to an old office instead of a cell.
They spent their time watching television, reading,
and working crossword puzzles, according to a jail
official.

" Keep a sharp eye on your coat. This place is filled
with lawyers." - A Chica~o Tribune gossip columnist,

- Playboy, March 1983

Prof essors Say the
Darndest Things
" Keep that respirator oiled up." -

Prof Yale
Kamisar in response to Judge McGowan 's remark that
President Reagan has only about I 1-1 years remaining to
make any Supreme Courr appomtments.

Parting Shot
" To become a lawyer, they oughta make you do
some time in jail." - Jem Rosenberg, who became a
lawyer after being com•icted to life Imprisonment and who
is the only priSoner ro have been admmed to practtce before
the U.S. Supreme Court.

-Los Angeles Daily Journal, March I, 1983

reportmg a conversation overheard in the cloakroom of the
Chicago Bar Association's members-only restaurant.

"Unless you're planning a life of crime for your
child, I can't see why any parent would object." Betti~ Ann Brophy, whose J-year-old son was fingerprinted
as part of a Union County, N.J., effort to gather identification on all children in case any are later missinf!..

"There is no question that police activity can be
hampered by a too-severe interpretation of constitutional right. Sometimes that has made the job
difficult. "
- Claren ce M. Kelley. former FBI director

"A judge with two clerks has two asststants ; a
judge with three clerks has office politics."
- Washington Post editorial writer Michael Ba ro ne , suggesting that the heavy opimon-writing load of the Supreme
Court is partly the fault of clerks competing with each other
for the justices' auention.

